A model assessment method for predicting structural fatigue life using Lamb waves.
This paper presents a study on model assessment for predicting structural fatigue life using Lamb waves. Lamb wave coupon testing is performed for model development. Three damage sensitive features, namely normalized energy, phase change, and correlation coefficient are extracted from Lamb wave data and are used to quantify the crack size. Four data-driven models are proposed. The average relative error and the probability of detection (POD) are proposed as two measures to evaluate the performance of the four models. To study the influence of model choice on the probabilistic fatigue life prediction, probability density functions of the actual crack size are obtained from the POD models given the Lamb wave data. Crack growth model parameters are statistically identified using Bayesian parameter estimation with Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations. The model assessment and the influence of model choice on fatigue life prediction are made using both coupon testing data with artificial cracks and realistic lap joint testing data with naturally developed cracks.